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About This Game

The Groupies have invaded, and Shannon Tweed has had enough! Cougars, slugs, beauty queens, and bimbos - they all want a
shot at the fame that comes with getting a rockstar. These groupies are relentless and Shannon isn’t going to back down without
a fight. Join her in her battle to stop crazed groupies from getting Her Man! It’s not going to be easy, but with a little help from

some celebrity friends, you can help Shannon end the groupie invasion.

Features:
- Unlock celebrity characters

- Power up and gain new, hilarious weapons!
- Unlock comedic groupie characters

- Featuring celebrity voiceovers by Shannon and Sophie Tweed-Simmons
- Unlock exclusive, never before seen content from behind the scenes
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Had great potential, but bugs destroyed it for me.
. You play a bird in North Kor... i mean YOU PLAY A BIRD!

10/10 - would birb again. kinda hard to use... but was pretty good. A cute little 8bit game themed around Halloween. I don't
think there are too many games that are actually based around the holiday of Halloween. It's a standard platformer that gives you
plenty of health so it's a little on the easy side. The pixel art is great! It gets me in the Halloween spirit with all the different
horror themed stages and monsters. It's pretty short, but for $2.99 it's well worth the price tag. Plus, the developer intends to add
another level or two.

Get this game if you want:
-A simple, short, and easy platformer with good pixel art and a quaint Halloween theme.

Don't get it if you're looking for:
-A really difficult and\/or long platformer or a game more oriented around actual "scary atmosphere" rather than just a simple
Halloween theme.. This game is pretty good. It needs some fixes though but overaly had fun playing the game. 2.5 hours at the
time of review. I do not mean to revise this, so expect a messy review.

Cosmophony is, in general, quite a fun rythmic shooter. I actually found myself needing to use the music to manuever
throughout the levels! There are 5 levels, split into 10 sections each which you can practice individually in the practice mode.
Graphically, this game at first gave me a bad impression, but then i ignored the graphics and started to see through to the
gameplay.
My biggest complaint about this game is that the level can launch things at you so quickly that it almost seems unfair the first
few times you play. It could call itself fair by saying that you could get past these obstacles with ninja-like reflexes, but it still is
something that will make you rage. There's also quite a difficulty spike once you get to level 4. I found myself beating the first 3
levels in an hour, and then that level took me about 1.5 hours (I still have not beaten level 5).. Great game! any game that makes
me rage like hell is obviously doing it's job XD. It turns Maverick into a Chef 10\/10. Update (Nov 2018, changed review to
positive and reset ratings):
They developers have come back to ROCKETSROCKETSROCKETS and finished it, the bugs I reported here are
fixed as well. Now that the game is complete, this is a fun local or online multiplayer title worth picking up.

-----
Original Negative Review (January 2016):
This is an unfinished game that is *not* labeled early access. Despite the game being fully released, many menu items
say "coming soon" but the developers seem to no longer be updating the game.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=635639053
-Here's a fairly prominent bug that hasn't been patched. Changing resolution sticks you on this screen until you close and reopen
the game:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=635638988

Update (March 2017):
14 months after "full" release the developers updated the game, removing\/adding the missing "coming soon" content
and fixed the resolution bug. I'll re-evaluate the game.
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This game is real fun... its got guts and fun style.

10/10

looking forward to future updates and projects from this developer!. Text chat and more social features for online please!
(Who is "sloppy steve bannon"?. First minutes and already hate it. Last man standing during flag assault at Rorkes Drift. Zulus
swarmed over the walls. Shoot three, bayonet two, impaled by countless asagi spears. Die. Still won the round.

Would win round from beyond the grave again.. By opting for an asymmetric style of puzzle play (as opposed to Puzzle Quest et
al's symmetric style of you move, AI moves), Gyromancer more consistently rewards mastery, making for a much more
satisfying play experience. If you enjoyed PQ but felt frustrated by its high variance, Gyromancer is for you.. An Appalling
game that is as short and shallow as the DEMO.

Do not fall for the propaganda.. The perfection of classical Science Fiction shooters.

Unreal 2 combines a gripping storyline with old school shooting, tactical & variating gameplay and some very satisfying
weaponry.

. Can't get some of the keys to rebind, it just gets stuck on one option. Also the movement keys are still not rebindable which is
a game killer for me. Game refunded.. a bit laggy and rough around the edges, but overall pretty fun.. I love Sword Art Online
and while this game gave me some initial fun good God do I hate this. I'll still probably end up playing it because by this point I
actually can't refund it but to anyone else I have to say don't buy it.

You would be better saving your money for SAO Fatal Bullet coming out next year which firstly actually looks decent and
secondly is actually being made for PC and not just a port which appeared out of the blue or you could go and buy Hollow
Realization on PS4 which I can actually recommend.

Pros -
- A Sword Art Online game on PC
- Has a lewd Asuna and Lizbeth CG
- Has a memorable scene where a couple SAO and AW girls talking together realise they are a harem

Cons -
- This is just Lost Song DLC minus actually having Lost Song
- Massive FPS issues even on high end systems
- Quest instructions that make finding the box of money in Shawshank Redemption seem easy
- Combat switching between ground and flying is really annoying as it becomes hard to land hits on enemies who suddenly fly
up
- STAGGER LOCK (If you get hit by anything inside a dungeon prepare to end up like Sachi)
- Klein gets ****blocked again and that guy really deserves to get a win by this point
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